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EFI Fiery’s Pro Vehicles Online Subscription Program
Provides Precise Vehicle Templates
FREMONT, Calif., October 11, 2022 – Fiery®, the digital print server and
workflow business of Electronics For Imaging, Inc., today announced the launch
of a new subscription service for the popular Pro Vehicle Outlines product. The
new online service offers access to more than 19,500 precise vehicle templates,
with a powerful search engine for locating specific vehicle outlines from 1993 to
present day. Vehicle types available through www.provehicleoutlines.com include
cars, trucks, SUVs, vans, trailers and specialty vehicles with templates for
everything from small signage to complete vehicle wraps.
The online subscription service, which features one of the largest selections of
templates available, offers a more convenient and cost-effective way to give
customers access to the latest templates over time. Used in conjunction with the
PVO WrapUp quote app, the Pro Vehicles Outlines website makes quoting and
creating vehicle signs and wraps faster and more accurate than ever before.
“Pro Vehicle Outlines has always offered a comprehensive selection of vehicle
templates and now, with the online service, users are also assured they have the
most up-to-date templates as well,” said Mike Chramtchenko, director of sales
and marketing, EFI Fiery Canada. “The precision of our wrap software templates
takes Pro Vehicle Outlines beyond a basic presentation utility and extends it to
an indispensable production tool with design, estimating and installation
resources.”
Pro Vehicle Outlines templates and the 180+ page Pro Vehicles Outlines
template reference book were previously distributed in physical media form,
including a printed book and a flash drive, the only such solution in the market.
The online service includes:
• The latest and most precise collection of vehicle templates available on
the internet, with more than 19,500 templates available, with vehicle
models from 1993 to the present day;
•

A new admin console that enables users to manage their online accounts,
keep track of template use and add or remove multiple users;

•

The ability to upload best work images to share with the industry in
CADlink’s online gallery; and

•

Compatibility with most design, signmaking or vehicle graphics software,
delivering quality vector images in Adobe Illustrator format, enhancing
current vehicle lettering or striping software.

Once the right template has been chosen, users simply download the template,
which ready to edit and design in their preferred illustration program. The
WrapUp quote app also makes it faster and easier for users to get an accurate
and professional quote to their customers before committing to or starting on a
project.
Previous customers can upgrade to a one-year subscription for a reduced cost
without the physical media. The subscription model offers the most efficient and
cost-effective means for customers to access an unmatched vehicle database.
About EFI
EFI™ is a global technology company, leading the worldwide transformation from
analog to digital imaging. We understand our customers want breakthrough
technologies to lead them through their digital journey. That’s why we’re
passionate about driving their business growth with a scalable portfolio of
products, solutions, services, support, and world-class partnerships for the
manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, building materials,
commercial print, and personalized documents with a wide range of printers,
inks, digital front ends, and workflow software. They work together to increase
profits, cut costs, improve productivity, and optimize efficiency – job after job,
year after year. We’re committed to our customers’ success. (www.efi.com)
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